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'Vessel' follows ship that offers women do-it-yourself abortions

Mar 7, 2014 - Ship Travels Globe Offering Pills to End Pregnancy ... Gomperts rented a ship that she and other pro-abortion rights advocates called "Women ... 
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Film 'Vessel' Follows Ship That Offers Women Do-It-Yourself Abortions Ship Travels Globe Offering Pills to End Pregnancy By SUSAN DONALDSON JAMES



(Abridged from) ABCNews.com, Mar. 7, 2014— Dr. Rebecca Gomperts began her career as a primary doctor performing abortions in her native country The Netherlands. But while working for Green Peace in 1999, she began to worry about all the women who suffered the consequences of botched illegal abortions in parts of the world where they had no legal options. That's when her medical mission turned political. So Gomperts envisioned "creating a space where the only permission a woman needs is her own." Gomperts rented a ship that she and other pro-abortion rights advocates called "Women on Waves," and sailed to countries like Ireland in 2001, Portugal in 2004 and Morocco in 2012 -- fighting against government blockades and protesters to provide women with the pills to end their unwanted pregnancies. The ship was always under threat of seizure in national waters, but sailed safely through international seas -getting calls from desperate women to make appointments. On its first stop in 2001 in Ireland, 120 women sought help. Now, her renegade global campaign to get the World Health Organization-approved drug misoprostol to women desperate for abortion, is the subject of a documentary film, “Vessel,” which premieres Sunday, Mar. 9 at the SXSW Film Festival in Austin, Texas. "Our mission is to make sure women know about medical abortion and don’t harm themselves putting sticks in their vaginas," Gomperts, 47, the mother of two children, told ABCNews.com. Since the filming of "Vessel," she has created an underground network of activists and a website that educates women about use of the drug misoprostol, which is legally available in most of the world as a gastric ulcer drug that also causes miscarriage. Film director Diana Whitten, who spent seven years following Gomperts for her first feature film and used earlier footage donated by other filmmakers, said she was drawn to the idea of providing medical care offshore -- "the idea that it wasn’t used for personal gain, but for social justice." "I had also lived in Indonesia and witnessed what happened when women don’t have access to safe abortion and it made an impression on me. I knew it would make a great story." said Whitten. More Texas Women Could Seek 'Star Pills' for Abortion The film comes on the heels of a new Texas law approved by the legislature in 2013, which is one of the strictest in the United States : it bans abortion after 20 weeks of pregnancy. Its supporters say that the strengthened regulations for the structures and doctors will protect women's health, but critics worry that women will turn in greater numbers to do-it-yourself remedies, including obtaining non-FDA approved misoprostol, smuggled over the board by relatives in Mexico. Cheryl Sullenger, senior policy advisory for the Texas-based anti-abortion rights group, Operation Rescue, said that “women are taking their lives into their own hands,” in campaigns like Gomperts’. In the United States, where abortion has been legal since 1972, the Food and Drug Administration requires that a two-drug combination -- misoprostol and mifepristone or what used to be known as RU-486 -– must be used under the supervision of a medical professional. According to the World Health Organization, 21.6 million women experience an unsafe abortion worldwide each year; 18.5 million of these occur in developing countries. Of those, 47,000 women die each year from complications, close to 13 percent of all maternal deaths. (585 words)
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Ultimate lUxUry Special OfferS 

13 sept. 2015 - UWUK18. Danube Discovery. Nuremberg to Vienna | 8 days. Nuremberg, Regensburg, Deggendorf. (Theresienthal), Passau, Engelhartszell,.
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Exocet Anti-Ship Missile 

terminal attack phase has been added with the introduction of an improved altitude control system. ... with the new air defence destroyers, the Horizon class, planned for 2007. III. .... Another Exocet strike sank the cargo Atlantic Conveyor,.
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It Follows Press Notes FINAL 

is consistently coming after you and it always knows where you are. The nightmare ... camera as a young woman lees from an unseen threat. It situates the ...
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The Last Ship 

Like that strange moving finger at Balthazar's Feast,. Where they asked the ..... And the name upon the draftsman's chart, Isambard Brunel. A riveter was on the hull ..... Ira Coleman â€“ Bass. Joe Bonadio ... Clarinet: Jon Carnac. Bassoon: Gavin ...
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English follows below - CHHA-AMEC 

2 sept. 2016 - If you plan to apply, there is a course fee of. $200.00 and you must be willing to commit to attending all 5 days of training and performing a mock.
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The Shalom of Shabbas Is a Vessel that Stores Abundant ... - TorahDoc 

essay, we wish to focus on the statement in the Tikunei Zohar. (Tikun 48, 85a) that this passuk also constitutes a warning to every Jew not to get angry on ...
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Overview What Mambaâ„¢ offers - le team.com 

Government [City, State, Agencies] ..... data stream, and then use the addresses on the back of the Mediaconverters [Adder. II, Adder AES or ..... 102 Grove Street.
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Complete FL Ship Creating & Editing tutorial lancer 

Also please note that any link found in this tutorial is a direct link to the tool's download. .... How to create your infocards and insert the ship into the game (finally.) . ..... click okâ€¦ ignore any error complaining about textures cause we hav
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Women Empowerment 

show that there is a clear connection .... “You have to look at resources on the one hand and .... shows that debilitating stereotypes about women's place in the.
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That Girl 

Musique : â€œThat Girlâ€� by Kevin Fowler. ChorÃ©graphe : Francesca Pellizzari (Italie). Description : Danse en ligne, 64 comptes, 4 murs, 2 Restarts. Niveau : ...
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Bonnie Ship the Diamond - Arran 

Bonnie Ship the Diamond. Traditionnal. Intro : EGEGEGBm. EGEGEGBm. The. Bm. Diamond is a. Fâ™¯m ship my boys. For. Bm. Greenland she is. Fâ™¯m bound.
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form follows function de la dbid 397vh 
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Team women AWS 

FRA. 22/1/2002. RESTON Eva. UNITED KINGDO GBR. 15/2/2004. PAPADOPOULOS UNITED KINGDO GBR. 6/5/2003. HENDERSON-RO. UNITED KINGDO GBR. 11/6/2001. LEVER Rachael. UNITED KINGDO GBR. 22/3/2002. MCCORMACK M. UNITED KINGDO GBR. 25/9/2002. FOXWELL MOSS. UNIT
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U.N. Offers To Keep Rwandan In Darfur 

Oct 3, 2008 - government to replace Karenzi after a Spanish court indicted him and 39 ... officials say Karenzi has served with distinction in Darfur. ... intends to question State Department officials "to find out how the law was applied in this.
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(English follows below) Bonjour, L'Association des malentendants ... 

2 sept. 2016 - Bonjour,. L'Association des malentendants canadiens est heureuse d'offrir des ateliers en franÃ§ais de niveau 1, le. 30 septembre au 4 octobre ...
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hydraulic consequences of vessel evolution in angiosperms 

The literature on vessel evolution suggests the hypothesis that vessel-bearing ... and taxa with transitional vessel elements that have primitive perforation plate ...
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â€œSmotherman Formulaâ€� Ship Creation System 

The â€œSmotherman Formulaâ€�, as it came to be known, is the product of countless hours of fanaticism, mathematical computations, a good amount of guesswork ...
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Suppliers Call Offers - Rapaces de Gap 

Jul 1, 2015 - The brand will be present on products supplied to the professional team ... company name, legal form, registered office, telephone number and ...
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2.5 Women 

22 mai 2014 - SUN. 2:00 PM. G'VILLE CC. GROUP 2. UPTA 2. CTL 1. GATA. LCTA 3. MATCHES. DAY. TIME. SITE. LCTA 3. V. GATA. SAT. 11:00 AM. KROC.
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Women in Islam 

â€œAthenian women were always minors, subject to some male - to their father, to .... Despte the customary pre-Islamic acceptance of female infanticide among ...
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Women Sabre Team 

6 oct. 2013 - 999 MARTIS Sabina. STEAUA BUCURESTI. 91 ERMOLOVA Anna. NOVOSIBIRSK. 107 KLIMOVA Alexandra. NOVOSIBIRSK. 12 ONUFRIEVA Regina. NOVOSIBIRSK. 9 POZDNIAKOVA Sofia. NOVOSIBIRSK. 71 GUSEVA Maria. RUSSIA. 11 KOCHETOVA Anastasia. RUSSIA. 35 NIKI
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Do Xylem Fibers Affect Vessel Cavitation 
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Women Cross Country 2016 
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exceptional women environmentalists dbid 1awop 
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